Total understanding in providing...

… just one thing: profit

With 20 years expertise in the field Bartech
has the largest world-wide customer base
(+500 Hotels) which is a guarantee of our
professionalism
with
+250.000
rooms
equipped with Automatic minibars.

Loss reduction
Thanks to the automatic billing of charges your average loss percentage is reduced to an
average 2% instead of 20-40% as with simple manual minibars. The reliability of our system
leads to a drastic decrease in rebates and puts an end to disputes at the front desk.

Labor savings
Our refill report provides an accurate list of products to be refilled per room. This limits the
rooms to be checked by your minibar attendants to those where products have been
touched or consumed. This tremendously improves operating efficiency and also leads to
decreased labor costs with 1 minibar attendant needed to refill 400 automatic mini-bars as
compared to 4 attendants for manual minibars.

Guest satisfaction
Thanks to the information provided by our system, housekeeping staff no longer have to
disturb guests to check in-room minibars. In case of a dispute, a short cut allows the front
desk staff to easily check the status of products inside the mini-bar in real-time. Bartech also
ensures an accurate stock control.

Energy saving
Bartech provides the C.E.S.S. function (Computerized Energy Saving System) as a standard
feature to monitor cooling production per room according to room status; the hotel can
minimize cold production in vacant or out of service rooms. This feature generates a
savings up to 30% depending on occupancy and hotel's preference for the level of
cooling.
For more details, please visit our website : www.bartech.com
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